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It's never been easier to travel in style!  Easy wrinkle-free fabrics and pieces that transfer 

beautifully from day to night... so dress it up or down, either way you can't go wrong!

.

Fashions to Take You Up, Up and Away 
MODEL BEHAVIOR
Go-getter Amy Lafitte says being a fashion 
model has long been on her bucket 
list.  “Modeling fashions with $7 million 
helicopters was a blast. I would have 
done it for free,” says the self-proclaimed 
“entrepreneur, coffee-obsessed, health 
and wellness enthusiast” and, now, fashion 
model.
 Professionally, Amy is flying high… she 
is ranked the number one Javita manager 
in Texas and leads a team of independent 
distributors who are equally passionate 
about the weight-loss coffee and health-
focused teas and drinks.  For info on Javita 
or jumping on board Amy’s team, email  
jumpintojavita@gmail.com. 

GOOD SPORTS
Special thanks to two of Bell Helicopter’s 
flight instructors for giving up some of 
their weekend to help our photo shoot 
take off.
 Mr. Erik F. Eriksen, Jr. is a Master Flight 
Instructor for Bell Helicopter. His 
background in aviation encompasses over 
30 years of commercial and military flying 
experience.  
 Mr. Jose Piedrahita is an Instructor Pilot 
for Bell Helicopter. His background in 
aviation includes Anti-Narcotics special 
teams in Latin America and Europe for 
more than 20 years. 

Photographed and Styled by Elle Parks/
Elle Parks Photography for Good Life Family

This knit dress from Anthropologie is the perfect 
piece to add a splash of color and pulls perfectly out 
of a suitcase. Wear it with booties for day and heels 

or over-the-knee boots for a night in a new town. 
It’s paired here with a cozy vest from Altar’d State 
(both retailers located at Watters Creek/Allen and 

multiple other locations).

All eyes are on this sleek charcoal Sassy Threads 
swing dress (Primp Boutique/McKinney) 

topped with a Michael Kors bomber jacket. 
Jewelry and booties from Anthropologie 

(Watters Creek/Allen). 

by Elle Parks | Fashion Editor 
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Be chic in this Free People wrinkle-free crewneck blouse 
layered with a bomber jacket from Anthropologie (Watters 
Creek/Allen) and your favorite jeans and boots. 

This free-flowing Sofia of Italy boho dress from Julep Boutique in Plano 
is the perfect standout head turner—soft wrinkle-free material that 

flows perfectly for a romantic dinner or a day exploring. Denim jacket 
from Anthropologie (Watters Creek/Allen).

All photos shot on location at Bell Helicopter.
Since 1935, Bell Helicopter, headquartered in 
Fort Worth, has set the pace for the helicopter 
industry, expanding the scope of vertical lift.  
Bell manufactures military and commercial 
helicopters and provides training worldwide.  

“We do training here that you can’t get 
anywhere else in the world,” says Chief Flight 
Instructor, Martin Wright, about the Bell 
Helicopter Training Academy’s stellar training 
program.  "All of our flight instructors have 
no fewer than 2,500 flight hours or 1,000 
instruction hours. A lot of these instructors 
are also post-military, so they have much 
more than that."


